INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
one hand, and the inner set or attitude on the other. These
inner attitudes are, in the naive animal, of instinctive
origin : hunger, thirst, lust for the opposite sex, desire to
be with other members of the species, anger at opposition,
desire for recognition and homage, fear. The inner drives
which have been commonly used in psychological experi-
ments on animals have been hunger, desire to be with
others of the same species, and pain. It may be presumed
that other inner desires would give results of a similar
kind, but this has not been widely put to the test With
humans more complex motives have been employed.
It may be pointed out in passing that to call this hypo-
thesis—that satisfaction and dissatisfaction select among our
responses—the " pleasure-pain " theory is hardly correct :
for dissatisfaction may be produced by a situation of which
pain in the proper sense forms no part, while pain may be
present in a satisfying situation.
Those things are satisfying, then, which, in another
psychological language, permit instincts or habits, once
aroused, to run their course. Both instincts and habits
fall into chains of situations, the response to one situation
forming the incitement to the next response. ,0ne thing
leads on to another, as we say. And it is satisfying to
follow on, dissatisfying to check when in full cry.
Thorndike's way of looking at this is, that a situation
not only causes certain neurones to act, but puts other
neurones in readiness to act. It is perhaps pedantic, but
it is not absurd to ask just how neurones are put in readiness
to act. Does some message flash along the neurones telling
them that they are presently going to be asked to transmit
a message ? That would be to assume that there are two
kinds of messages which can pass along neurones, one a
" get ready " signal, the other an " action " signal. The
difficulty, it will be seen, is to know how the communication
system can communicate ahead of its own reactions : and
especially this is a difficulty if one accepts the doctrine,
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